VIN

Abbreviation or Acronym: None
Data Exchange Name: VIN
Also Known As: None
Short Description: The Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) assigned to a piece of equipment.

Controls

Collection, Validation, and Exchange Rules

1. Must be a unique VIN
2. 17-character VIN, which does not include the letters I (i), O (o), and Q (q)
3. Equipment resource must have a VIN or serial number for exchange
4. Must be a unique for a valid resource
5. Reference link for the standard to see additional validation for VIN: https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=18b4d0415b77325b50963d4312e0a382&mc=true&node=pt49.6.565&rgn=div5

Data Type: String (17)
Case Sensitivity: N/A
Minimum Length: N/A
Maximum Length: N/A
Format/Example: Equipment: 1M8GDM9A_KP042788
Valid Values: N/A
Sensitivity Level: Undefined
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